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Fig. 1. Poisson chemical reaction flux and Poisson electron flow in
sub-threshold transistors obey the same Boltzmann exponential laws of
thermodynamics, and are therefore mathematically similar [13]. Electron copy
number is analogous to molecular copy number and temperature represents
itself.

single cell on a few chips and speedup multi-cell simulations
on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.
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when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
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be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.
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in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.
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in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
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4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
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tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
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fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
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single cell on a few chips and speedup multi-cell simulations
on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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single cell on a few chips and speedup multi-cell simulations
on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
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tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.
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ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
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The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
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when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
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measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
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pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.
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6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
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effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
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tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-
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namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
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effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
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tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
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tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
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vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
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tion at low current levels.
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3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
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and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
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4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
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storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
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or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
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tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
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pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
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tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-
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chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
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effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
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tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
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The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
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Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
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highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
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delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
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or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
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building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
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programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).
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modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
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VARIABLE/VALUE MAPPING TRANSITION

DAC[0] . X = 10−4

set DAC[0].X = 10-4
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{ }
BlocksGoals Wires ConfigUsed Blocks

MM[1]

MM[2]

ADC[3]

DAC[0] . O
MM[0] . X0

MM[0] . Z
ADC[0] . X

MM[0] . X
ADC[0] . X

MM[0] . A = DAC[0] . O MM[0]
DAC[0] . X = 10−4

ADC[0] . X = MM[0] . Z

ADC[0] . O = ES
MM[0] . B = DAC[0] . O

DAC[0] . X = 10−2

ADC[1] . X = MM[0] . X

ADC[1] . O = E

DAC[0]

DAC[1]

ADC[0]

ADC[1]

ADC[4]

conn DAC[0].Z  
     to MM[0].A

MM[0] . Y
ADC[0] . X

set DAC[0].X = 10-4

′�

VARIABLE/VALUE MAPPING TRANSITION

lbl ADC[0].O = ES
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Arco starts with an initial tableau
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derives new tableaus using transition rules

Unify

Connect

Variable Map
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�80ARCO COMPILER RECAP

until a solved tableau is found
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analog device configuration in solved tableau
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�82ARCO COMPILER RECAP

analog device configuration in solved tableau

ALGEBRAICALLY EQUIVALENT TO DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
creative use of available analog blocks to model dynamics

respects connectivity, block instance constraints
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iadd

O = A + B + C

O

A B C

switch O

S K Mn

O =
M

(S ⋅ K−1 + 1)n

-1 0PERK

4 1 1

PERK-4

O =
M

((A + B + C) ⋅ K−1 + 1)n

O =
1

((PERK + (−1) + 0) ⋅ 1−1 + 1)4

PERK-4

Task: model PERK-4 using analog hardware that does not directly support 
exponentiation.
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analog device configuration in solved tableau

doesn’t take into consideration

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF HARDWARE
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�85ARCO COMPILER RECAP

analog device configuration in solved tableau

doesn’t take into consideration

PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS OF HARDWARE
OPERATING RANGE CONSTRAINTS
SAMPLING RATES OF ADCS/DACS
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‣ Background: overview of compilation problem 

‣ Arco Compiler1: automatically configure analog devices to simulate 
dynamical systems. 

‣ Jaunt Solver2: automatically scales dynamical systems to execute 
analog hardware with operating range constraints. 

‣ Closing Remarks

TALK OUTLINE

1. Configuration Synthesis for Programmable Analog Devices with Arco. Sara Achour, Rahul Sarpeshkar and 
Martin Rinard. June 2016. PLDI 2016. 

2. Time Dilation and Contraction for Programmable Analog Devices with Jaunt. Sara Achour and Martin Rinard. 
December 2017. ASPLOS 2018.
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Jaunt

Analog Device 
Specification

Scaled Analog Device 
Configuration

Analog Device 
Configuration
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Jaunt

Analog Device 
Specification

Analog Device 
Configuration

Scaled Analog Device 
Configuration

physically realizable: signals within port operating  
ranges

recoverable: recover original simulation at ADCs
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physically realizable: signals in port operating ranges
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‣ Recover Simulation: 
‣ divide ADC samples by a13-a15 
‣ multiply hardware time by τ
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‣ Objective: Find numerical assignments for scaling 
factors that produces fastest simulation 

‣ Scaling Factors: τ,a1, …, a15 

‣ Values: real numbers > 0
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�106JAUNT SOLVER

‣ Objective: Find numerical assignments for scaling 
factors that produces fastest simulation 

‣ Scaling Factors: τ,a1, …, a15 

‣ Values: real numbers > 0 

‣ Geometric Program: Convex optimization problem 

‣ Device Configuration → Geometric Program

∏
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏

given block with scaled input signals: 

 → original output signal is recoverable from scaled output signal
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏

given DAC/ADC: 

 → ensure simulation is executed slowly enough for adequate 
sampling 
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simulation speed

1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu

2 sample/su ≤ 1 sample/hu ⋅ τ−1τ−1

τ : hu → suτ

minimum number of samples / simulation time unit
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simulation speed

1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu

2 sample/su ≤ 1 sample/hu ⋅ τ−1τ−1

τ : hu → suτ

number of samples in one hardware time unit 
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simulation speed

1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu 1 sample/hu

2 sample/su ≤ 1 sample/hu ⋅ τ−1τ−1

τ : hu → suτ

number of samples in one hardware time unit 

τ−1 :
hu
su
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏

given a connection: 

 → ensure signal is scaled equally on both sides of connection 
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏

given an input/output port: 

 → ensure signal stays within the operating range of the port 
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‣ Maximize τ subject to: 

‣ Factor Constraints 

‣ Sampling Constraints 

‣ Connection Constraints 

‣ Operating Range Constraints

GEOMETRIC PROGRAM GENERATION

∏
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∏

GEOMETRIC PROGRAMMING LIBRARY

CONVERT TO CONVEX PROGRAM

CONVEX SOLVER [CVXOPT]
Scaled Analog 

Device Configuration
Geometric 
Program
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‣ Background: overview of compilation problem 

‣ Arco Compiler1: automatically configure analog devices to simulate 
dynamical systems. 

‣ Jaunt Solver2: automatically scales dynamical systems to execute 
analog hardware with operating range constraints. 

‣ Closing Remarks

TALK OUTLINE

1. Configuration Synthesis for Programmable Analog Devices with Arco. Sara Achour, Rahul Sarpeshkar and 
Martin Rinard. June 2016. PLDI 2016. 

2. Time Dilation and Contraction for Programmable Analog Devices with Jaunt. Sara Achour and Martin Rinard. 
December 2017. ASPLOS 2018.
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inherent variance in physical systems

SDES

circuit noise = stochastic behavior

other stochastic processes
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uncertainty in modeling physical systems

unmodeled dynamics

empirically derived models

circuit noise <=  uncertainty
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Legno: noise-aware configuration generation

noise-aware scaling transforms

ranked configuration generation

automated filter generation
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Fig. 1. Poisson chemical reaction flux and Poisson electron flow in
sub-threshold transistors obey the same Boltzmann exponential laws of
thermodynamics, and are therefore mathematically similar [13]. Electron copy
number is analogous to molecular copy number and temperature represents
itself.

single cell on a few chips and speedup multi-cell simulations
on multi-chip electronic boards [13]. Therefore, we were moti-
vated to create a few fundamental molecular circuits that could
be composed and scaled to model large biochemical reaction
networks in the future. This paper describes these fundamental
building-block cytomorphic circuits. The paper focuses on
establishing quantitative agreement of the cytomorphic chip
measurements with prior biological measurements and models.
The building-block circuits may be classified into seven im-

portant categories:
1) Basic BiCMOS current-mode analog circuits exploit the

log-domain cytomorphic mapping to capture the exact dy-
namics of fundamental mass-action molecular kinetics
such as association, dissociation, and degradation. These
fundamental circuits are general enough to capture subtle
effects such as loading, fan-out, feedback, and substrate de-
pletion through the use of a few explicit connections and
Kirchhoff’s current law. A wide dynamic range of opera-
tion and low power consumption are achieved through the
use of bipolar and subthreshold MOS transistors that func-
tion at low current levels.

2) The ability tomodel cooperative binding is enabled by tun-
able Hill-function building-block circuits.

3) An “ITD” block built by a composition of above cur-
rent-mode circuits enables mapping of the exact differen-
tial equations of inducer-transcription-factor binding
and transcription-factor-DNA binding including for-
ward and reverse reactions, degradation, protection from
degradation of transcription factors bound to DNA, and
the change in DNA binding affinity of transcription factors
when bound by an inducer.

4) An “analogic” current-mode circuit determines the tran-
scription rate of genes based on the probability of mul-
tiple transcription-factor DNA binding sites being occu-
pied or unoccupied in a combinatorial fashion with the rel-
ative mRNA production rate of each such combinatorial
state programmable by the user. This strategy enables us
to implement any arbitrary “analogic promoter function”
that is capable of complex saturating digital logic or prob-
abilistic analog behavior depending on the molecular con-
centration.

5) A current-mode low pass filter (LPF) circuit enables the
gain and dynamics of mRNA and protein production
and degradation to be represented.

Fig. 2. Die micrograph of the cytomorphic chip fabricated
in an AMS BiCMOS process. The left inset is a layout screen capture
of one gene block (2x magnification).

6) A stochastics circuit intentionally amplifies analog
Poisson noise in transistors to represent biological fluc-
tuations in mRNA and protein concentrations at very
low copy numbers and at relatively high noise levels.
The Poisson nature of biochemical reaction fluxes au-
tomatically maps biological noise to electronic noise at
high copy numbers and relatively low noise levels [13].
Thus, these circuits are most useful for reliably modeling
highly stochastic and relatively low signal-to-noise-ratios
in biological cells.

7) ADCs and DACs convert between analog currents and
digital bits to enable our chips to communicate with each
other via digital input/output (I/O), and with off-chip dig-
ital processors and computers.

Off-chip digital processors synergistically interact with our
chips to carry out various functions: reading digital data from
the chips; decoding the data; performing high-speed digital
signal processing as necessary (e.g., scaling, diffusion, time
delay, and error correction); encoding the data to create or
modify molecular data packets via address and data strings;
storing the programmable address connectivity amongst gene
and protein circuits; and communicating data to other chips
or to a computer. For simplicity, the data in this paper were
collected with a data-acquisition board (NI PXI-6541) that
interacted with our chip and with MATLAB on a computer. A
high-performance FPGA (e.g., from the Xilinx Spartan family)
could perform all of these functions in the future as well. Shift
registers, SRAM blocks, and switches on the chip enable
programmability of parameters (e.g., reaction rates, dissocia-
tion constants, Hill coefficients, and time constants) as well as
connectivity.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II de-

scribes the core building-block circuits of the chip along with
chip measurement data. Fig. 2 shows a die micrograph of the
chip that reveals the various building blocks. Section III dis-
cusses design considerations that are important in BiCMOS cy-
tomorphic chip design. Section IV discusses how cytomorphic
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1. Transitions Over Tableau
solve(R,W,bR) = {Z | hR, ;,W,bR, ;i ! ⇤ hR0, Ṙ0,W0, ;, Zi}

unify
r 2 R [ Ṙ er 2 eR unify(r,er,R, Ṙ,eR) = hR0, Ṙ0,eR0i

hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR0, Ṙ0,W,eR0,Zi

connect
er : iq = oq 2 eR w : ho, ii 2W

hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR, Ṙ,W � {w},eR � {er},Z [ {o� i}i

input-var-map
er : id =bi 2 eR bi 2bI i@ c c 2 IC
hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR, Ṙ,W,eR � {er},Z [ {bi 7! id}i

input-val-map
r : id = x 2 eR i 2 I x 2 R i@ c c 2 IC
hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR, Ṙ,W,eR � {er},Z [ {x 7! id}i

local-var-map
er :bl 7! oq 2 eR bl 2bL

hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR, Ṙ [ {oq =bl},W,eR � {er},Z [ {bl 7! oq}i

output-var-map
er :bo 7! o0q 2 eR bo 2 bO r : od = iq 2 R o@ c c 2 OC

hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR � {r}, Ṙ [ {o0q =bo},W, (eR � {er}) [ {iq = o
0
q},Z [ {bo 7! od}i

Figure 5. Definition of the Tableau Transition Relation!

Each goaler 2 eR is a relationer of the former : bv = bE,
er : @bv/@t = bE init x (relations from the dynamical system),
er : iq = E (a mixed-variable derived relation that may
include both dynamical system and hardware variables), or
er : bv 7! oq (mapping a dynamical system local or output
variable to a hardware output variable), where bv 2 bL [ bO,
x 2 R, bE is an expression over bV so that vars(bE) ✓ bV , and E
is an expression over V = V[bV so that vars(E) ✓ V = V[bV ,
iq 2 I, and oq 2 O.

Note that the solver may generate partially solved mixed-
variable goals that include both dynamical system and hard-
ware variables.
Partially Used Hardware: As the solver operates, it con-
sumes the starting hardware R to produce partially used
hardware ṙ 2 Ṙ. Each relation ṙ 2 Ṙ is of the form ṙ : oq = E
or ṙ : @oq/@t = E init iq0 , where vars(E) ✓ V =

V[bV . Each ṙ 2 Ṙ is therefore a partially instantiated mixed-
variable relation derived from an original hardware relation.
Hardware Configuration: As it operates, the solver gener-
ates a hardware configuration Z. Each z 2 Z is of the form:

• o� i: Connect a wire from hardware output port o to
hardware input port i.
• x 7! id: Set a digital input id 2 I to a value x 2 R.
•bi 7! id: Map a dynamical system input variablebi 2bI to a

digital input id 2 I
• bv 7! oq: Map a dynamical system output or local variable
bv 2bL [ bO to a hardware output port property oq 2 O.

4.1 The Tableau Transition Relation!
We formalize the operation of the solver as a transition rela-
tion hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR0, Ṙ0,W0,eR

0
,Z0i on tableau config-

urations hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi, where each transition corresponds
to a solver step on the tableau. The solver implements the
solve(R,W,bR) function, which returns a set of solutions
Z, where each solution is reachable by applying ! transi-
tion rules to the starting tableau configuration hR, ;,W,bR, ;i,

which contains the initial unused hardware environment R,
wires W, and dynamical system relations bR as goals.

Figure 5 presents the rules that define the solver steps.
Rule unify maps a (potentially already partially mapped)
relationer 2 eR onto a hardware relation r 2 R [ Ṙ. Rules
connect through output-var-map solve goals that directly
configure the hardware:

• connect: The connect rule solves a goal of the form
iq = oq by adding a wire o � i to the configuration
Z. The wire connects the output port o to the input port i.
• input-var-map or input-val-map: The input port mapping

rules solve goals of the form iq = x or iq =bi. The rules
add the mapping x 7! iq orbi 7! iq to the configuration
Z. The mapping binds the value x or dynamical system
inputbi to the hardware variable iq.
• local-var-map: The local variable mapping rule solves

goals of the form bl 7! oq. It adds the mapping to the
configuration Z and adds oq =bl to Ṙ. Arco solves result-
ing future subgoals of the form iq =bl through unification,
provided iq = oq holds.
• output-var-map: The output variable mapping rule solves

goals of the formbo 7! o0q. The rule uses a digital output
component c : od = iq. It also adds the mappingbo 7! od

to X, the relation o0q =bo to Ṙ, and the goal iq = oq to eR.

The unify rule uses the unify(r,er,R, Ṙ,eR) function, which
unifies r with er and resolves any entangled and a↵ected
relations. Figure 6 presents the transition rules that define
the unify function. Each rule first unifies r ander to obtain a
set of assignments A. It then applies the assignments A to Ṙ
(if r 2 Ṙ) or to R if (r 2 R).

The solver steps unify relations r. But the basic Arco
unification algorithm A 2 unifyExpr(E, E0,V) operates on
expressions E and E0. It produces sets of assignments A
that unify E and E0 so that sub(E, A) = sub(E0, A), where
sub(E, A) applies the assignments A to the expression E.
The rules in Figure 7 lift the unification algorithm from
expressions E to relations r.
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Arco solves all of the goals that assign dynamical system
input or output variables or values to analog hardware vari-
ables by inserting appropriate input or output components to
import or export the relevant values to or from the analog
computation:

At this point the goal table contains only one goal:

KfI = Q + k0

Arco solves this goal by mapping the Q+ k0 computation
onto an iadd hardware component, then connecting the iadd
output port to the Kf input port of the mm component. It then
uses appropriate input components to solve the remaining
goals, which assign the Q and k0 variables to iadd hardware
input variables. Unlike the previous collection of inputs,
the iadd requires current, not voltage, analog inputs. Arco
therefore selects input components that produce current, not
voltage, values.

At this point Arco has successfully solved all of the goals
in the goal table. The result is an analog hardware configura-
tion that correctly implements the specified dynamical sys-
tem. The configuration specifies the generated inputs, out-
puts, and analog hardware connections:

ES 7! outV0.XD mm0.C � outV0.X
0.423 7! inV0.XD inV0.Z � mm0.C0
S tot 7! inV1.XD inV1.Z � mm0.A0
Etot 7! inV2.XD inV2.Z � mm0.B0
1 7! inI0.XD inI0.Z � mm0.Kr
Q 7! inI1.XD inI1.Z � iadd0.W
k0 7! inI2.XD inI2.Z � iadd0.U

iadd0.Y � mm0.K f

2.4 Arco Search Space and Tableau Configurations
In practice, the Arco solver typically has many potential op-
tions at each step as it maps the dynamical system onto the
hardware. Not all of these options lead to a successful hard-
ware configuration. Arco therefore deploys a search algo-
rithm to explore a search space of partial hardware config-
urations. The algorithm uses a variety of optimizations and
heuristics to make the search tractable (Section 4.3).

Arco organizes the search with a tableau (Section 4.1).
This data structure tracks the goals, partially used hardware,
and generated partial hardware configurations. The search
starts with a tableau configuration containing the analog
hardware and the dynamical system. It generates a space of
tableau configurations by mapping dynamical system vari-
ables, expressions, and relations onto the analog hardware
components. The search of the generated tableau space ter-
minates when Arco finds a solved tableau configuration with
an empty goal table (Section 4.2).

3. Languages
Arco works with (1) a dynamical system specification that
describes the dynamical system to model and (2) a hardware
specification that describes the target programmable analog
device.

3.1 Dynamical System Specification Language
The dynamical system specification language (DSSL) al-
lows the programmer to describe the dynamical system to
simulate. Figure 3 presents the syntax for the DSSL.
Unit: A unit (type x) is a named unit of measurement that
may be composed into unit expressions. Inputs, outputs, and
parameters are all declared with unit expressions that define
the units in which they are measured.
Time: The time (time x : x0) is a named time variable x
with a unit expression x0 in which time is measured.
Variables: A variable (input|output|local x : U) is a
named quantity x with an attached unit expression U.
Parameter: A parameter (param x : U = f ) is set to a fixed
floating point value f that does not change over time.
Relations: A relation (rel x=E, rel deriv(x,x0)=E init f )
defines the relationship between a local or output variable
and the other variables in the dynamical system.
Type Checking Rules: Appendix A presents type checking
rules for the dynamical system specification language.

3.2 Analog Hardware Specification Language
Figure 4 presents the syntax of the hardware specification
language. Specifications contain named component defini-
tions, which specify the computational primitives of the pro-
grammable analog device. These primitives are defined as a
set of relations over properties (such as current and voltage)
of the input and output ports of the component.
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er : iq = E (a mixed-variable derived relation that may
include both dynamical system and hardware variables), or
er : bv 7! oq (mapping a dynamical system local or output
variable to a hardware output variable), where bv 2 bL [ bO,
x 2 R, bE is an expression over bV so that vars(bE) ✓ bV , and E
is an expression over V = V[bV so that vars(E) ✓ V = V[bV ,
iq 2 I, and oq 2 O.

Note that the solver may generate partially solved mixed-
variable goals that include both dynamical system and hard-
ware variables.
Partially Used Hardware: As the solver operates, it con-
sumes the starting hardware R to produce partially used
hardware ṙ 2 Ṙ. Each relation ṙ 2 Ṙ is of the form ṙ : oq = E
or ṙ : @oq/@t = E init iq0 , where vars(E) ✓ V =

V[bV . Each ṙ 2 Ṙ is therefore a partially instantiated mixed-
variable relation derived from an original hardware relation.
Hardware Configuration: As it operates, the solver gener-
ates a hardware configuration Z. Each z 2 Z is of the form:

• o� i: Connect a wire from hardware output port o to
hardware input port i.
• x 7! id: Set a digital input id 2 I to a value x 2 R.
•bi 7! id: Map a dynamical system input variablebi 2bI to a

digital input id 2 I
• bv 7! oq: Map a dynamical system output or local variable
bv 2bL [ bO to a hardware output port property oq 2 O.

4.1 The Tableau Transition Relation!
We formalize the operation of the solver as a transition rela-
tion hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi ! hR0, Ṙ0,W0,eR
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,Z0i on tableau config-

urations hR, Ṙ,W,eR,Zi, where each transition corresponds
to a solver step on the tableau. The solver implements the
solve(R,W,bR) function, which returns a set of solutions
Z, where each solution is reachable by applying ! transi-
tion rules to the starting tableau configuration hR, ;,W,bR, ;i,

which contains the initial unused hardware environment R,
wires W, and dynamical system relations bR as goals.

Figure 5 presents the rules that define the solver steps.
Rule unify maps a (potentially already partially mapped)
relationer 2 eR onto a hardware relation r 2 R [ Ṙ. Rules
connect through output-var-map solve goals that directly
configure the hardware:

• connect: The connect rule solves a goal of the form
iq = oq by adding a wire o � i to the configuration
Z. The wire connects the output port o to the input port i.
• input-var-map or input-val-map: The input port mapping

rules solve goals of the form iq = x or iq =bi. The rules
add the mapping x 7! iq orbi 7! iq to the configuration
Z. The mapping binds the value x or dynamical system
inputbi to the hardware variable iq.
• local-var-map: The local variable mapping rule solves

goals of the form bl 7! oq. It adds the mapping to the
configuration Z and adds oq =bl to Ṙ. Arco solves result-
ing future subgoals of the form iq =bl through unification,
provided iq = oq holds.
• output-var-map: The output variable mapping rule solves

goals of the formbo 7! o0q. The rule uses a digital output
component c : od = iq. It also adds the mappingbo 7! od

to X, the relation o0q =bo to Ṙ, and the goal iq = oq to eR.

The unify rule uses the unify(r,er,R, Ṙ,eR) function, which
unifies r with er and resolves any entangled and a↵ected
relations. Figure 6 presents the transition rules that define
the unify function. Each rule first unifies r ander to obtain a
set of assignments A. It then applies the assignments A to Ṙ
(if r 2 Ṙ) or to R if (r 2 R).

The solver steps unify relations r. But the basic Arco
unification algorithm A 2 unifyExpr(E, E0,V) operates on
expressions E and E0. It produces sets of assignments A
that unify E and E0 so that sub(E, A) = sub(E0, A), where
sub(E, A) applies the assignments A to the expression E.
The rules in Figure 7 lift the unification algorithm from
expressions E to relations r.
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Geometric Programming Problem

monomial mi

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
straints, and an analog device speci�cation with operating ranges
and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
Given hR,G, I i from the hardware speci�cation, h� ,�min , �max i
from the dynamical system speci�cation, and an analog device
con�guration Q = hZ , P , F i, Jaunt �nds a positive scaling factor for
each port p 2 P and a simulation time scaling factor such that the
con�guration is physically realizable and recoverable.

4.1 Geometric Program
Jaunt formulates the problem of �nding a physically realizable,
recoverable scaled con�guration as a geometric program, which
consists of an objective function sopt and constraintsC over the geo-
metric program variables A. There is a geometric program variable
ap 2 A for each port p 2 P and the time scaling geometric program
variable � 2 A. C may contain inequality constraintsmi  1 2 C
and equality constraints sj = 1 2 C:

minimize sopt

mi  1, i = 1, ...,n
sj = 1, j = 1, ...,m

Here themi are monomials of the following form, where ci 2 R+
(positive real numbers), ap ,� 2 A, and xi,p ,xi,� 2 R:

mi = ci�
xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

Monomials are closed under multiplication and exponentiation
to a real number, and are therefore closed under division by ex-
tension. Any positive nonzero constant is a monomial. The sj are
posynomials (sums of monomials) of the following form:

si =
X

i
mi =

X

i
ci�

xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:

[

hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:

[

p2P
L(x ,ap ,x

0) [U(�0,ap ,�)

where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:

�min/�  1

• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:

[

dp2DP\P
{� ·G (dp)/�max  1}

where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
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and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
Given hR,G, I i from the hardware speci�cation, h� ,�min , �max i
from the dynamical system speci�cation, and an analog device
con�guration Q = hZ , P , F i, Jaunt �nds a positive scaling factor for
each port p 2 P and a simulation time scaling factor such that the
con�guration is physically realizable and recoverable.

4.1 Geometric Program
Jaunt formulates the problem of �nding a physically realizable,
recoverable scaled con�guration as a geometric program, which
consists of an objective function sopt and constraintsC over the geo-
metric program variables A. There is a geometric program variable
ap 2 A for each port p 2 P and the time scaling geometric program
variable � 2 A. C may contain inequality constraintsmi  1 2 C
and equality constraints sj = 1 2 C:
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The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:

[

hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
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where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
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where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
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constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:

[

dp2DP\P
{� ·G (dp)/�max  1}

where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
straints, and an analog device speci�cation with operating ranges
and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
Given hR,G, I i from the hardware speci�cation, h� ,�min , �max i
from the dynamical system speci�cation, and an analog device
con�guration Q = hZ , P , F i, Jaunt �nds a positive scaling factor for
each port p 2 P and a simulation time scaling factor such that the
con�guration is physically realizable and recoverable.

4.1 Geometric Program
Jaunt formulates the problem of �nding a physically realizable,
recoverable scaled con�guration as a geometric program, which
consists of an objective function sopt and constraintsC over the geo-
metric program variables A. There is a geometric program variable
ap 2 A for each port p 2 P and the time scaling geometric program
variable � 2 A. C may contain inequality constraintsmi  1 2 C
and equality constraints sj = 1 2 C:

minimize sopt

mi  1, i = 1, ...,n
sj = 1, j = 1, ...,m

Here themi are monomials of the following form, where ci 2 R+
(positive real numbers), ap ,� 2 A, and xi,p ,xi,� 2 R:
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Monomials are closed under multiplication and exponentiation
to a real number, and are therefore closed under division by ex-
tension. Any positive nonzero constant is a monomial. The sj are
posynomials (sums of monomials) of the following form:
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The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:

[

hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:

[

p2P
L(x ,ap ,x

0) [U(�0,ap ,�)

where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:
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constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
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where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions
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The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:
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• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
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ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
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where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
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where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:
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• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:
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where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
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and sampling rates.
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The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:
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• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:
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where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:

�min/�  1

• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:
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where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions



Analog Hardware Components

Component Quantity Description Hardware Relation
iin 25 current input digital to analog converter ZI = XD
vin 125 voltage input digital to analog converter ZV = XD
outi 10 current output analog to digital converter ZD = XI
vout 75 voltage output analog to digital converter ZD = XV
vgain 40 voltage gain summing amplifier OV = (XV · ZV)/(YV · 25)
iadd 30 current adder wire join OI = AI + BI + CI + DI
vadd 35 voltage adder summing amplifier and capacitor @O2V/@t = 0.1(AV + BV � CV � DV · O2V)

O1V = 0.1(AV + BV � CV � DV)
vtoi 30 voltage to current converter operational amplifier OI = XV/KV
itov 30 current to voltage converter operational amplifier OI = KV · XI
ihill 8 hill function for activation/repression logic circuit SI = MV(SI/KI)nV/((SI/KI)nV + 1)

RI = MV/((SI/KI)nV + 1)
igenebind 8 gene binding logic circuit OI = MI/(1 + KI · TI)

switch 15 genetic switch logic circuit OI = MI/(SI/KI + 1)nV

mm 2 Michaelis-Menten dynamics logic circuit XV = XtV � XYV
YV = YtV � XYV
@XYV/@t = KI · XV · YV � RI · XYV

Table 2. Utilized Analog Hardware Components and Relations [7, 8, 33, 37, 41].

Source Component Target Components
vgain outv vadd vtoi mm itov vgain
iadd iadd igenebind outi ihill switch genebind itov
vin vtoi itov ihill vadd vgain switch mm

vadd outv vtoi vgain vadd
vtoi iadd ihill switch outi
itov outv vadd vgain switch
iin itov ihill igenebind switch iadd mm

ihill outi itov iadd igenebind
igenebind outi itov ihill iadd

switch itov iadd outi itov
mm outv itov iadd vgain mm

Table 3. Analog Component Connections

5.1 Programmable Analog Device
The specified analog device utilizes mixed voltage and cur-
rent analog building blocks commonly used for biologi-
cal network computations [7, 8, 33, 37, 41]. Table 2 de-
scribes the input-output relations of the circuit components,
the physical analog circuits that implement these relations,
and the specified quantity of each kind of component. Table
3 presents the hardware connections that the device supports.

5.2 Quantitative Analysis of Generated Circuits
Table 4 presents, for each benchmark, statistics about the
synthesized hardware configuration and the components that
the solver uses. Overall, the configurations make good use of
the more complex, specialized components. The complexity
of the generated circuit generally increases with the com-
plexity of the dynamical system. All of the circuits would be
di�cult to manually generate.

The number of utilized output components typically
matches the number of dynamical system output variables.
But because the input components import constants as well
as dynamical system input variables into the analog com-
putation, the number of utilized input components is less

predictable. The Arco algebraic unification can easily gen-
erate new constants, either (1) by evaluating constant subex-
pressions that arise as the unification maps the dynamical
system onto the analog components (we call such constants
derived constants), (2) by performing unifications that split
a single dynamical system constant into multiple constants
via algebraic reasoning (we also call these constants derived
constants), or (3) by materializing new constants as neces-
sary during expression unification to specialize general ana-
log components so that they correctly implement mapped
relations from the dynamical system (for example, the ma-
terialized constant 1 from the hardware variable assignment
KrI = 1 in Section 2).

Derived constants often adapt dynamical system con-
stants to complex analog component interfaces. Material-
ized constants often configure general analog components
for more specialized use in the synthesized circuit by setting
some of their inputs to constant values. All of our bench-
marks have both derived and materialized constants. For the
larger benchmarks, there are many more derived and mate-
rialized constants than constants that appear directly in the
dynamical system. We attribute the presence of these derived
and materialized constants to (1) the ability of the Arco al-
gebraic unification algorithm to generate these constants as
necessary and (2) the fact that many e�cient analog build-
ing blocks provide complex interfaces that require nontrivial
derived and materialized constants for their successful use.

We next present two simple examples that illustrate how
algebraic unification enables Arco to materialize constants
that e↵ectively specialize general analog components to sup-
port the mapping of the dynamical system onto the analog
hardware. Both of these examples are beyond the reach of
standard pattern-based unification systems.
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sary during expression unification to specialize general ana-
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relations from the dynamical system (for example, the ma-
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ized constants often configure general analog components
for more specialized use in the synthesized circuit by setting
some of their inputs to constant values. All of our bench-
marks have both derived and materialized constants. For the
larger benchmarks, there are many more derived and mate-
rialized constants than constants that appear directly in the
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Dynamical Systems Benchmarks

Benchmark Parameters Functions Di↵erential Equations Description
menten 3 0 4 Michaelis-Menten equation reaction[30]

gentoggle 9 3 2 genetic toggle switch in E.coli [18]
repr 7 3 6 synthetic oscillatory network of transcriptional regulators [11]
osc 16 16 9 circadian oscillation utilizing activator / repressor [39]

apop 87 48 27 protein stress response [14]

Table 1. Benchmark Characteristics

Search Tree Data Structure: Instead of fully storing each
tableau configuration in the frontier F, Arco maintains (1)
a full representation of the current tableau configuration
and (2) a delta-based representation of the explored tableau
search space. Arco navigates the space by applying and un-
applying deltas to the current tableau configuration. This op-
timization significantly reduces the space required to explore
the search space.

4.4 Implementation Details
Arco is implemented in OCaml. It provides a collection of
utility libraries, including OCaml bindings for sympy [22],
a python library for algebraic simplification, and OCaml
bindings for the Z3 SMT solver [9], an SMT solver. It also
provides implementations of several custom data structures
and convenience routines.

4.5 Design Decisions
We decided to use algebraic unification rather than pattern-
based unification because the analog circuit synthesis prob-
lem required more sophisticated reasoning than pattern-
based unification systems can deliver. We found that gen-
erating a configuration for a piece of hardware often hinged
on the solver’s ability to apply algebraic reasoning to rewrite
algebraic expressions during unification.

We found algebraic reasoning to be particularly e↵ective
at materializing the new constants required to appropriately
configure general analog components and at algebraically
transforming dynamical system computations to exploit e�-
cient analog components with complex interfaces. This kind
of algebraic reasoning is beyond the capabilities of pattern-
based unification and other methods that pattern match ex-
pression trees. For this reason, we used a computer algebra
system that came with a corpus of axioms and was already
able to reason e↵ectively about algebraic expressions.

We chose to build a deductive solver instead of encod-
ing the synthesis problem as an SMT problem because SMT
techniques are not well suited for reasoning about continu-
ous, transcendental, and nonlinear functions. We found that
attempting to encode algebraic reasoning directly in SMT
quickly became intractable. Utilizing a deductive technique
allowed the solver to synthesize solutions in a more focused
manner than an exhaustive search over valid configurations.
We use an SMT solver for more appropriate subproblems
such as the concretization of abstract configurations.

We implemented a specialized procedure that performs
relation detanglement and a↵ected relation resolution after
observing that the initial relation unification often produced
potential conflicts between the definitions of dynamical sys-
tem variables and corresponding entangled analog hardware
computations. Immediate harmonization reduces the size of
the search space and allows Arco to use simpler tableau tran-
sitions.

5. Experimental Results
We present experimental results for Arco on a set of bench-
marks of varying size and complexity, given a hardware
model with components commonly found in programmable
analog devices that target biological computations. The
benchmarks are a selection of published artifacts from well-
cited computational biology papers [1]. The benchmarks
were automatically converted into the dynamical system
specification language from the provided Octave files. We
use the following benchmarks (Table 1):
• Michaelis-Menten: The Michaelis-Menten system mod-

els a reaction of the form: E + S ! ES ! P [30]. The
corresponding dynamical system has 9 parameters, 2 in-
puts, 3 functions, and 2 di↵erential equations.
• Genetic Toggle Switch for E. coli: The genetic toggle

switch is a bistable gene-regulatory network found in
E. coli. It consists of two repressible promoters [18].
The corresponding dynamical system has 3 parameters,
1 input, and 4 di↵erential equations.
• Transcriptional Reprissilator: The LacI-tetR-Cl tran-

scriptional reprissilator system is an oscillating network
composed of genes that are not involved in maintaining a
biological clock [11]. The corresponding dynamical sys-
tem has 7 parameters, 3 functions, and 2 di↵erential equa-
tions.
• Circadian Oscillator: The circadian oscillator system

is a minimal model for circadian oscillations based on
a mutually interacting activator and repressor [39]. The
corresponding dynamical system has 16 parameters, 16
functions, and 9 di↵erential equations.
• Cell Apoptosis Pathway: The cell apoptosis pathway

models the mechanism by which unfolded protein stress
response controls the decision mechanism for recovery,
adaptation, and apoptosis [14]. The corresponding dy-
namical system has 87 parameters, 48 functions, and 27
di↵erential equations.
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composed of genes that are not involved in maintaining a
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Geometric Programming Problem

monomial mi

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
straints, and an analog device speci�cation with operating ranges
and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
Given hR,G, I i from the hardware speci�cation, h� ,�min , �max i
from the dynamical system speci�cation, and an analog device
con�guration Q = hZ , P , F i, Jaunt �nds a positive scaling factor for
each port p 2 P and a simulation time scaling factor such that the
con�guration is physically realizable and recoverable.

4.1 Geometric Program
Jaunt formulates the problem of �nding a physically realizable,
recoverable scaled con�guration as a geometric program, which
consists of an objective function sopt and constraintsC over the geo-
metric program variables A. There is a geometric program variable
ap 2 A for each port p 2 P and the time scaling geometric program
variable � 2 A. C may contain inequality constraintsmi  1 2 C
and equality constraints sj = 1 2 C:

minimize sopt

mi  1, i = 1, ...,n
sj = 1, j = 1, ...,m

Here themi are monomials of the following form, where ci 2 R+
(positive real numbers), ap ,� 2 A, and xi,p ,xi,� 2 R:

mi = ci�
xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

Monomials are closed under multiplication and exponentiation
to a real number, and are therefore closed under division by ex-
tension. Any positive nonzero constant is a monomial. The sj are
posynomials (sums of monomials) of the following form:

si =
X

i
mi =

X

i
ci�

xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:

[

hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:

[

p2P
L(x ,ap ,x

0) [U(�0,ap ,�)

where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:

�min/�  1

• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:

[

dp2DP\P
{� ·G (dp)/�max  1}

where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
straints, and an analog device speci�cation with operating ranges
and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
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The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:
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hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:
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where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
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dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
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straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
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4.2 Generated Geometric Program
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function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
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Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
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con�guration.
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scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:

�min/�  1

• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:

[

dp2DP\P
{� ·G (dp)/�max  1}

where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions

a dynamical system speci�cation with sampling and speed con-
straints, and an analog device speci�cation with operating ranges
and sampling rates.

4 The Jaunt Solver
Given hR,G, I i from the hardware speci�cation, h� ,�min , �max i
from the dynamical system speci�cation, and an analog device
con�guration Q = hZ , P , F i, Jaunt �nds a positive scaling factor for
each port p 2 P and a simulation time scaling factor such that the
con�guration is physically realizable and recoverable.

4.1 Geometric Program
Jaunt formulates the problem of �nding a physically realizable,
recoverable scaled con�guration as a geometric program, which
consists of an objective function sopt and constraintsC over the geo-
metric program variables A. There is a geometric program variable
ap 2 A for each port p 2 P and the time scaling geometric program
variable � 2 A. C may contain inequality constraintsmi  1 2 C
and equality constraints sj = 1 2 C:

minimize sopt

mi  1, i = 1, ...,n
sj = 1, j = 1, ...,m

Here themi are monomials of the following form, where ci 2 R+
(positive real numbers), ap ,� 2 A, and xi,p ,xi,� 2 R:

mi = ci�
xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

Monomials are closed under multiplication and exponentiation
to a real number, and are therefore closed under division by ex-
tension. Any positive nonzero constant is a monomial. The sj are
posynomials (sums of monomials) of the following form:

si =
X

i
mi =

X

i
ci�

xi,�
Y

p2P
a
xi,p
p

The variables in a geometric program (i.e., ap ,� 2 A) take on only
positive values. The geometric program solver computes a binding
that maps each geometric program variable to a numerical value
x 2 R+.

4.2 Generated Geometric Program
Jaunt generates the constraints C in the geometric program by
traversing the ports P and connections Z in the analog con�g-
uration and generating appropriate constraints for each port or
connection:
• Connection Constraints: These constraints ensure that the
scaling factors for connected input and output ports are the same.
Jaunt generates, for each connection hop, ipi 2 Z , the connection
constraint aip/aop = 1, which ensures that the scaling factors
aip and aop of the connected input and output ports ip and op
are the same. The generated connection constraints are:

[

hop,ipi2Z
{aip/aop = 1}

• Operating Range Constraints: These constraints ensure that
the signal at each port p 2 P falls within p’s operating range. The
relevant ranges are the operating range hx ,�i = I (p) for the port
p and the dynamic range hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)) for the dynamical

system value that appears on the port p. The constraints x 
ap · x 0 and ap · �0  �, where ap is the scaling factor for port p,
ensure that the scaled signal dynamics fall within the operating
range of the port. The generated operating range constraints are:

[

p2P
L(x ,ap ,x

0) [U(�0,ap ,�)

where hx ,�i = I (p) and hx 0,�0i = I(F (p)). The lower bound
function L(x ,ap ,x 0) (Figure 6) generates constraints that ensure
that x  ap ·x 0. The upper bound functionU(�0,ap ,�) (Figure 6)
generates constraints that ensure that ap · �0  �. The interval
function I(F (p)) (Figure 8) computes the bounds hx 0,�0i for the
dynamical system value that appears on port p.
Note that if x > 0 and x 0 < 0 or � < 0 and �0 > 0, the range
constraints cannot be satis�ed. In this case L orU generates a
false constraint and Jaunt does not �nd a physically realizable
con�guration.
• Factor Constraints: These constraints ensure that the scaled
dynamics of each output port op is equivalent to the original
dynamics scaled by a constant value. Jaunt derives a set of con-
straints C required to factor out a monomial expression m of
scaling factors from the scaled dynamics of the output port R (op).
Jaunt also enforces the constraintm/aop = 1, which ensures the
scaling factor for the output port aop equalsm, the monomial
of scaling factors factored out of the dynamics. The set of factor
constraints is:

[

op2P\OP
{m/aop = 1} [C

where hm,Ci = F(R (op)) generates constraints that ensure the
scaled signal at the output port op equalsm · R (op).
• Speed Constraints: All digital output ports are subject to speed
constraints that ensure that � , the speed of the scaled signal, is
greater than or equal to the minimum speed �min . The following
generated speed constraint enforces this property:

�min/�  1

• Sampling Constraints: All digital output ports do 2 P and
nonconstant digital input ports di 2 P are subject to sampling
constraints that ensure the time between samples of the scaled
signal is less than or equal to the maximum allowed time between
samples �max . The following generated sampling constraints
enforce this property:

[

dp2DP\P
{� ·G (dp)/�max  1}

where � ·G (dp) is the time between samples, in simulation time.
Objective Function: Jaunt uses the objective function sopt to focus
its selection of scaling factors. The objective function is an arbitrary
posynomial, which enables Jaunt to support a range of scaling factor
selection criteria. And because the geometric program is reduced
to a convex optimization problem, Jaunt delivers optimal solutions
for each objective function. The current Jaunt objective functions
support optimization criteria related to the execution time and
dynamic ranges of the signals in the simulation:
• Minimum/Maximum Speed: The objective function sopt = �
minimizes the simulation speed. The objective function sopt =
1/� maximizes the simulation speed. These objective functions



benchmark speedup No Jaunt Jaunt

smol 0.50x ✓
sconc 1.00x ✓

mmrxnp 77.48x ✓
repri 2.839x ✓
bont 5.00x ✓* ✓
epor 0.142x ✓

gtoggle 0.1x ✓

Correctness+Speedup Results
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